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We’re part of the No.1 P&C commercial lines insurance platform
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Serving clients in more than 200 countries and territories

                        

                    

        

    


            
                
                     

                

            





    
                    

            
                
                    
                            Fast Fast Forward 
Thought Leadership

                        Fast Fast Forward is our award-winning thought leadership platform, which provides articles, interviews and podcasts on a diverse range of topics, including technology, innovation and new thinking on risk.
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                            Sustainability at AXA XL

                        
At AXA XL we believe that acting responsibly is central to moving the world forward. Our approach to sustainability is the same as our approach to business; constantly seeking to provide innovative solutions to the world’s most complex problems
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We offer more than 30 lines of business - from the familiar to the most complex.


Explore Insurance                                
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Underwriting discipline, analytical excellence and a strong focus on creating superior partnerships.
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Pragmatic risk management solutions covering all major risks; from natural hazards to machinery breakdown.
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When you buy an insurance policy, you're buying a promise. Our promise is to deliver an exceptional claims experience.


LEARN MORE                                

                            
                        

                

    





    
                    

            
                
                    
                            The latest on cyber risk

                        In today’s technology and data-driven world, businesses need to stay ahead of growing cyber risks. We’re here to help. Read the latest from our in-house thought leaders.
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                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “I would say AXA XL demonstrates strong financial stability and service capabilities while investing time to understand us, which are key criteria for us.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “They take time to understand our business and needs and generally responsive to those.  They do what we need everywhere we need it and do a good job of putting a team behind it.  The client executive and underwriters that we have are very good and transparent.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “AXA XL is much better than their peers on each of our carrier choice criteria: global scale, flexibility on how we structure programs, strong technical expertise and ability to execute all types of administrative actions.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “AXA XL stands for partnership and continuity, always willing to be a partner and to provide solutions to ensure business continuity.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “Their bench is deep, with lots of talented people, that are not just smart, but people you can enjoy spending time with and for some, even call them friends.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “AXA XL stands for integrity, financial strength, care about customer, value personal relationship and long-term strategic partner.”

Risk Manager
                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                "AXA XL Claims is one of the most professional, courteous, and skilled teams I work with. I’m at a large brokerage and work with all carriers and I can say with confidence that my associations with AXA XL Claims folks are always top notch and among the most impressive in the industry. Thank you!” Broker

                            


                        

                    

                    
                        
                                 Customer Stories 

                            
                                “AXA XL Claims professionals are always prompt in their responses and understanding in how a large company manages their claims. Can’t say enough about how AXA XL helps me to be informed and prepared when discussing insurance matters with my company C-suite.” Risk Manager
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                                “14 years and several hundred transactions, you never expect it to happen to you. I was extremely stressed at the situation, but from the first call to AXA XL claims, which was like calling in the Cavalry, to my interaction with the attorney assigned to my case through completion, my experience was as positive and as pleasant as it could possibly be in these circumstances. I’m thankful that AXA XL was there for the rescue. Thank you! ” 
Insured
                            


                        

                    

    


	


    
                    

            
                
                    
                            Your partner for global risk.

                        Combining our geographical reach and local expertise, we've got you covered wherever you are. Learn more about our Global Programs capabilities here.
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                                You are contacting AXA XL, the P&C and Specialty division of AXA. We provide Re/Insurance to mid-sized and multinational companies, and some high-net-worth individuals.

If your enquiry pertains to personal insurance, please contact AXA. 

The controller of your personal data is the AXA XL company you wish to contact with your request. The privacy policy applicable to this company can be found at: https://axaxl.com/privacy-notice
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                    THIS AXA WEBSITE USES COOKIES

                    

AXA XL, as a controller, uses cookies to provide its services, improve user experience, measure audience engagement, and interact with users’ social network accounts among others. Some of these cookies are optional and we won't set optional cookies unless you enable them by clicking the "ACCEPT ALL" button. You can disable these cookies at any time via the "How to manage your cookie settings" section in our cookie policy.
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